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Track Trailer’s rich history really began some 20 years 
ago as a tender supplier for the varied Australian 
Armed Forces.

Track Trailer won separate contracts from the 
Australian Army, RAAF and Navy to design and 
build custom trailers which could endure the worst 
conditions imaginable. The end goal was to design a 
suspension system which could outperform the tow 
vehicle.

The MC2 Asymmetric Link Suspension was created! 
This superior suspension and chassis system was 
complimented by a hardy multipurpose sheet 
metal body, the first of its kind, which featured a 
completely riveted and bolted construction. Track 
Trailer continued to perfect different versions of 
these trailers for all kinds of defence applications; 
from a Portable Sea Mine Detecting Station for 
the Navy, to a tandem ammunition trailer for the 
Military. 
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This trailer and suspension design earned Track Trailer its 
stripes, which helped provide a smooth transition into the 
Recreation Vehicle Industry. In 2000 Track Trailer released 
its flagship product the Tvan, which stole the imagination 
of the public and created a whirlwind of change that 
passed through the industry. As time progressed 
Track Trailer continued to display its forward thinking 
philosophy by producing more products and continually 
refining the existing range. 

As Track Trailer looks back over the past 20 years it 
acknowledges and pays homage to its past by marrying 
modern design techniques, flair and a new bolt on 
philosophy directly to the sturdy base that made Track 
Trailer what it is today.

The revolutionary  Track MATE:

MULTIPLE APPLICATION TACTICAL EQUIPMENT.

The Track MATE is a combination of Track’s military heritage, 
mixed with the modern day needs of the off road tourer.

Base Mate


